WWOX--the FRA16D cancer gene: expression correlation with breast cancer progression and prognosis.
WWOX is a tumour suppressor gene involved in various tumours including breast cancer. High chromosomal abnormalities in a genomic region spanned by WWOX are associated with the fact that this gene covers approximately 1 million base pairs of the second most affected among common chromosomal fragile sites FRA16D. We evaluated WWOX expression levels in breast cancer samples in association with diagnostics-prognostics markers. We performed quantitative real-time RT-PCR to analyse levels of expression of WWOX in 132 cases of breast cancer. We evaluated the relationship between WWOX mRNA levels, clinico-pathological factors, expression of aberrant WWOXDelta6-8 mRNA and other cancer related genes. Expression of WWOX was higher in patients younger than 50 years old, in ER and PR positive tumours vs negative for those receptors and tumours without lymph node metastasis vs LN+. WWOX mRNA levels were also higher in tumours with higher apoptotic index (Bcl2/Bax ratio). Negative associations were found between WWOX expression and cytokeratins 5/6 and 17 (P<0.05). High level expression of WWOX was also associated with better disease free survival. Presence of WWOXDelta6-8 transcripts were accompanied with lower WWOX wild type mRNA level. Reduced WWOX expression commonly observed in various neoplasias in cases of breast cancer is associated with markers of bad prognosis. Our findings reveal additional evidence that WWOX may be involved in steroid (estrogens) metabolism and signaling pathways. WWOX can be considered as a new target for gene therapy development due to the association of high WWOX expression with improved disease free survival.